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Aligning the Light without Channel State
Information for Visible Light Communications
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Armada, Senior Member, IEEE, and Luc Vandendorpe, Fellow Member, IEEE

Abstract—The use of light-emitting diodes (LED) for ambient
illumination leads to visible light communications (VLC) as
a promising technology for providing both constant lighting
and high-speed wireless services in indoor environments. Since
multiple LED sources can transmit to several users, this scenario
naturally forms a multiple user multiple-input single-output
(MU-MISO) system. In this sense, transmit precoding (TPC)
schemes based on channel state information at the transmitter
(CSIT) originally devised for radio-frequency (RF) systems have
been proposed for their implementation in VLC. However,
beyond providing CSIT or the need for cooperation among
transmitters, which also result challenging in RF systems, there
are several constraints such as the non-negativity of the trans-
mitted signal or providing constant illumination that hamper the
performance of TPC schemes in VLC. Taking into consideration
these constraints, this paper explores the use of Blind Interference
Alignment (BIA) for achieving multiplexing gain without CSIT or
cooperation among LED lights. To do that, we devise the concept
of reconfigurable photodetector that allows to switch among
distinct and linearly independent channel responses. Simulation
results show that the use of vBIA schemes based on the proposed
reconfigurable photodetector results suitable for VLC systems.

Index Terms—Visible Light Communications, optical MIMO,
precoding, blind interference alignment, reconfigurable photode-
tector, channel state information.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, visible light communications (VLC) have received
significant attention as a means of moving part of the indoor
wireless traffic, which is usually served through traditional
radio frequency (RF) systems, to the wide and unregulated
optical bandwidth of the radioelectric spectrum [1]. In indoor
VLC systems, the use of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for
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providing illumination can be used for data transmission by
modulating the optical intensity of the LEDs [2]. Since VLC
offers several advantages such as a widespread deployment
of LEDs, avoiding the interference with the traditional RF
deployments or a low cost implementation, it is considered a
promising technology for the fifth-generation (5G) of wireless
communications and beyond [3].

In order to provide sufficient illumination several LED
lamps are usually deployed in a single room [4]. Thus, the
downlink for VLC deployments naturally configures a multi-
user multiple-input single-output (MU-MISO) channel. From
the network perspective the VLC systems can be considered as
small cells integrated in a heterogeneous cellular network [5].
Notice that the VLC systems require to define a separated
downlink and uplink, i.e., uplink transmission is not usually
carried out through an optical channel [6]. In this sense, VLC
systems will be placed within the coverage area of other radio
access technologies (RAT) such as WiFi or femto/pico cells,
which can be employed for uplink transmission. At this point,
it is interesting to remark the importance of the backhaul
links among the LED transmitters. Typically, the power-line
has been considered for this issue, which results troublesome
due to its dispersive and noisy nature. On the other hand, a
solution such as the use of fiber-based backhaul links results
unaffordable for low-cost deployments. Therefore, the design
and integration of the downlink, uplink, and backhaul of the
VLC systems within the framework of the 5G network is still
an open challenge [6].

Although LED transmission does not interfere with RF, the
VLC systems are subject to interference because of transmis-
sion from several LED sources to a set of users. Moreover,
from a cellular perspective, the co-channel interference (CCI)
is a significant factor for the degradation of the VLC cell
performance when fractional frequency reuse (FR) is not
considered [5]. Recently, transmit precoding (TPC) schemes
based on knowledge of the Channel State Information at the
Transmitter (CSIT) have been proposed for VLC systems
for maximizing the Degrees of Freedom (DoF), i.e., the
multiplexing gain, with respect to orthogonal approaches [7].
In [8], the use of Block Diagonalization (BD) precoding is
proposed for VLC without considering the specific features of
the optical systems. Similarly, a TPC scheme for minimizing
the mean square error (MSE) is proposed in [9] taken into
consideration the optical constraints of the VLC systems such
as the non-negativity of the transmitted signal or providing
constant illumination.

Beyond the aforementioned constraints, there exist several
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issues that must be considered for the implementation of TPC
schemes in VLC. First, accurate CSIT is required to obtain the
precoding vectors at the transmitter side. Indeed, imperfect
CSIT leads to a considerable performance degradation [10].
Moreover, notice that providing CSIT in VLC systems requires
synchronization between the optical downlink and the um-
brella RAT employed for uplink transmission. Secondly, and
even more critical, cooperation among the LED transmitters
would be required to apply these TPC schemes. Lastly, the
optical channel responses can be highly correlated depending
on the users distribution leading to a low performance of the
TPC schemes [11].

Parallel to the development of VLC systems a novel trans-
mission scheme referred to as Blind Interference Alignment
(BIA) was proposed as a means of achieving a growth in DoF
regarding the number of users without the need for CSIT [12].
BIA is based on exploiting a predefined pattern of channel
correlations usually denoted as supersymbol. To generate these
channel correlations the use of reconfigurable antennas for RF
systems that can change their radiation pattern among a set
of preset modes, which provide linear independent channel
responses, is proposed in [13]. However, the implementation of
BIA in RF systems demands high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
due to the inherent noise increase of BIA and a coherence
block large enough to consider the physical channel constant
during the whole supersymbol transmission [14]. Although
BIA schemes have been usually proposed for RF systems,
they have not been considered for VLC to the best of our
knowledge. At this point, it is interesting to remark several
advantages that the combination of BIA and VLC systems
could potentially provide

• VLC systems are characterized by high SNR, which
allows to overcome the noise increase in BIA-based
schemes.

• The optical wavelength is significantly smaller than the
photodetector area. Therefore, the implementation of BIA
schemes in VLC systems is not subject to small-scale
fading effects.

• In contrast to TPC schemes, BIA does not require CSIT
or cooperation among the LED transmitters.

• Transmission based on BIA ensures the non-negativity of
the transmitted signal while providing constant illumina-
tion without DC bias constraints.

In this work we investigate the use of BIA for VLC systems
motivated by the several advantages described above. How-
ever, the implementation of BIA in VLC is not straightforward.
Although there exists a vast literature about reconfigurable
antennas based on micro/nano electromechanical switches
(MEMS/NEMS) or solid state switches [15], [16], this is not
the case for VLC. The main contribution of this paper is
the design of a reconfigurable photodetector able to provide
linearly independent channel entries for each preset mode.
After describing the structure of the reconfigurable photode-
tector we define the use of BIA in VLC systems referred
to as vBIA. Furthermore, there exist several BIA schemes
for partially connected cellular networks that avoid the use
of FR to cancel the CCI [17], [18]. We describe the use
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Fig. 1. Multi-user MIMO indoor VLC system.

of BIA in VLC cell environments showing the resilience of
vBIA in amorphous cellular formations defined by the network
topology [7]. Simulations results show that vBIA provides
satisfactory user rates outperforming other schemes based on
multichannel receivers without CSIT such as maximum ratio
combining (MRC) [5]. In comparison with the TPC scheme
of [9] based on CSIT, which achieves greater peak user rates,
vBIA avoids the blackspot areas because of the constraints of
the optical channel providing a more fair distribution of the
user rate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II the system model for VLC with reconfigurable
photodetectors is described. The VLC set-up comprising the
LED transmission, the optical channel and the configuration
of the reconfigurable photodetector is defined in Section III.
In Section IV we present the BIA scheme for fully connected
VLC systems and Section V shows the use of BIA schemes
in other VLC topologies such as homogeneous and hetero-
geneous deployments of light sources. Section VII presents
some simulation results where the performance of vBIA is
compared to MRC and a TPC scheme. Finally, Section VIII
provides concluding remarks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an indoor VLC system consisting of L,
t = {1, . . . , L}, LED lamps that transmit data to K, k =
{1, . . . ,K}, terminal users while providing constant illumi-
nation as is shown in Fig. 1. Each user is equipped with
a reconfigurable photodetector, a concept that is described
below, able to provide L distinct and linearly independent
channel responses referred to as preset modes. The signal
transmitted by the set of LEDs can be written in a vector
form as x = [x1, . . . , xL]

T ∈ RL×1
+ . Thus, the signal received

by the user k at time slot n is given by

y[k][n] = |h[k]
(
ν[k][n]

)T
| x[n] + z[k][n], (1)

where h
(
ν[k][n]

)
∈ RL×1

+ is the channel vector between the L
LED transmitters and the user k for the preset mode ν selected
at time n and z[k][n] is real valued additive white Gaussian
noise with zero mean and variance σ2

z = σ2
shot + σ2

thermal

where σ2
shot is the shot noise variance and σ2

thermal is the
thermal noise variance [19], [20].
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We assume that the set of LED transmitters do not have
any CSIT. On the contrary, the selection switching pattern
functions ν[k][n] are known beforehand and each transmitter
does not have more information than the coherence time.
Furthermore, there do not exist coordination or data sharing
among the LED transmitters. For the sake of simplicity, we
focus on the temporal dimension without loss of generality
and each symbol extension corresponds to a time slot. Never-
theless, all the results can be easily applied to the frequency
domain.

III. VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATIONS SET-UP

A. Transmitter

For VLC systems, the LED lamps are employed for both
providing indoor illumination and data transmission. In this
context, the particular characteristics of LED data transmis-
sion yield several constraints in comparison with the RF
transmission schemes. First, the signal transmitted by the
LEDs must be a non-negative real value. Notice that this
constraint results critical for TPC schemes since negative
values of the transmitted signal are usually required to cancel
the interference. Moreover, the output optical power is only
linear over a limited drive current range [IL, IH ] where IL
is the turn on current of the LED and IH corresponds to
the maximum input that ensures both the linear response of
the LED and the human eye safety. Within this range, each
LED provides an output power [0, Pmax]. Secondly, in order to
provide a constant lighting the optical fluctuation must be high
enough to guarantee a variation above the fusion frequency of
the human eye, from which only the average of the optical
signal is perceived.

Typically, a set of LED lights is considered for providing
illumination. For data transmission this configuration can be
considered as a multiple input channel. We consider that
the information to the user k is modulated through a pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) with mean equal to the current
that provides the desired illumination intensity. Therefore,
the average of the transmitted signal must remain constant
over the time in order to provide a stable brightness, i.e.,
E {‖x[t]‖} = Pavg where Pavg is the average output optical
power [21].

B. Channel

The VLC channel can be described as a flat fading channel
or a diffused channel depending on the propagation conditions.
According to [22], [23] the channel gain between the LED
transmitter t and the photodiode ν of the user k at time n is
given by

η
[k]
t (ν, n) = η

[k]
LOS,t(ν)δ(n) + ηdiff (n−∆T ) , (2)

where η[k]
LOS,t is the Line-of-Sight (LOS) component, ηdiff is the

contribution due to Non-LOS (NLOS) diffuse reflections and
∆T is the delay between the LOS and NLOS components.

The LOS component depends directly on the Euclidian
distance between the user k and the LED transmitter t de-
noted by dkt. Assuming that each user is equipped with L

photodiodes, the angle of irradiance and the angle of incidence
for the photodiode ν, ν = {1, . . . , L}, are denoted as φkt
and ϕkt(ν)1, respectively, as is shown in Fig. 2. The LOS
component between the LED transmitter t and the user k at
preset mode ν, defined as DC gain [19], is

η
[k]
LOS,t(ν) =
{
γA
d2kt
R0 (φkt)Teq (ϕkt(ν)) cosr (ϕkt(ν)) if ϕkt(ν) ≤ Ψc

0 if ϕkt(ν) ≥ Ψc

(3)

where γ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the
physical area of the photodiode. For the preset mode ν,
Teq (ϕkt(ν)) = T (ϕkt(ν)) g (ϕkt(ν)) is the optical response
of the filter and concentrator lens where T (ϕkt(ν)) is the
gain of the optical filter, g (ϕkl(ν)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodiode asso-
ciated to the field-of-view (FOV) angle Ψc [24]. Moreover,
in (3) R0 (φkl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity
R0 = m+1

2π cosm (φ), where m is the order of Lambertian
emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
φ1/2 by m = − ln 2

ln(cos(φ1/2)) .
The diffuse component in the frequency domain is [22]

hdiff(f) =
ηdiff

1 + j ffd

(4)

where fd is the -3 dB cut-off frequency of the diffuse optical
channel and ηdiff = A

Aroom
· ρ1

1−ρ , where recall that A is area
of detection of the photodiode, Aroom is the area of the room
surface, ρ1 is the reflectivity of the region initially illuminated
by the LED lights and ρ is the average reflectivity of the walls.
Similarly to other works, we consider ρ1 = ρ [22], [23].

To complete the characterization of the VLC channel
we consider the limited modulation bandwidth of the LED
transceivers. The normalized impulse response of the LED
is denoted as ηLED(n) and its frequency response modeled
as hLED(f) = e−

f
1.44fm , where fm is the -3 dB modulation

bandwidth of the LED [23]. Thus, the VLC channel impulse
response at the photodiode ν of the user k can be written as

η
[k]
eq,t(ν, n) =

(
η

[k]
LOS,t(ν) + ηdiff (n−∆T )

)
∗ ηLED(n), (5)

which channel impulse response in the frequency domain is

h
[k]
t (ν, f) =

(
η

[k]
LOS,t(ν) + ηdiff

ej2π∆T

1 + j ffd

)
e−

f
1.44fm . (6)

The reflectivity index of the visible light on the wall is about
ρ = 0.4. Moreover, as in [23] we consider a cut-off frequency
of the diffuse channel of fd = 30 MHz and a delay between
the LOS and NLOS components of ∆T = 20 ns. Therefore,
according to [22] we can conclude that the channel gain is
almost flat for frequencies under the cut-off frequency of the
diffuse optical channel. Thus, assuming that this condition is

1Considering that the photodiodes of each user are within a physical
area much smaller than the distance to any LED transmitter the angle of
irradiance between each photodiode of the user k and the transmitter t can
be approximated as φkt(ν) ≈ φkt.
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gain [17], is given by

h
[k]
t (m) =

(
⇢A
d2

kt
R0 (�kt) Tl ('kt(m)) gl ('kt(m)) cosr ('kt(m)) if 0  'kt(m)   c

0 if ✓   c

(2)

'kt(1) 'kt(2) �kt(1) �kt(2) (3)

where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode m, Tl ('kt(m)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(m)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodetector receiver associated to the field-of-view
(FOV) angle  c [20]. Moreover, in (2) R0 (�kl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity, which
is given by

R0 =
m + 1

2⇡
cosm (�) (4)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
�1/2 by m = � ln 2

ln(cos(�1/2))
.

3.3. Receiver
In this work, we consider receivers composed of several photodetectors in order to provide the
multiplexing gain given by the MIMO channel formed by a VLC system. Typically, the use of
angle diversity receiver utilizing multiple receiver elements oriented in different directions has been
widely proposed or providing optical gain and wide FOV simultaneously. Several schemes such
as maximum-likehood combining or maximum ratio combining have been proposed for multiple
detector receives []. How ere, to the best of our knowledge, this kind of receiver has never proposed
for achieving multiplexing in absence of CSIT in VLC systems.

Inspired by the concept of RF reconfigurable antennas we introudce the use of reconfigurable
photodetector that provide a set of channel responses linearly independent among them. For the
considered system model let us assume receivers equipped with at least L photodetectors that
provide distinct and linearly independent responses1, i.e., equal to the number of LED transmitters.
Therefore, each user can select the signal received at each of the considered photodetectors.
In contrast to the RF reconfigurable antennas, which provides L preset modes with an unique
RF chain, the proposed reconfigurable photodetector provides L outputs selecting the desired
sample at time t. Notice that this approach results economically affordable due to the low cost of
the receiver elements while reducing the complexity of the VLC system regarding the CSIT-based
schemes. Thus, we can define the channel matrix for the user k as

H[k] =

2
6664

h[k] (1)
T

h[k] (2)
T

...
h[k] (L)

T

3
7775 =

2
66664

h
[k]
1 (1) h

[k]
2 (1) . . . h

[k]
L (1)

h
[k]
1 (2) h

[k]
2 (2) . . . h

[k]
L (2)

...
...

h
[k]
1 (L) h

[k]
2 (L) . . . h

[k]
L (L)

3
77775

, (5)

where h
[k]
l (m) is the channel response between the LED bulb l and user k at preset mode m

given by (2). As is discussed in several works such as [][] the use of multiple transmitter with the
aim of achieving multiplexing gain requires linear independence between the channel response of
each photodiode or preset mode in this particular case. Therefore, assuming that the LED bulbs
of the transmitter are spatially distributed we only need to ensure that each photodiode provides
distinct channel responses regarding the incidence angle ' to guarantee the linear independence
of the channel matrix (4). In the following we describe two methodologies to design the preset
mode of the proposed receiver.

1Similarly to the traditional concept of angle-diversity receiver, more than L photodetector can be considered for providing
diversity or improving the FOV.
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where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode m, Tl ('kt(m)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(m)) is the gain of the optical
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is given by
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where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
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3.3. Receiver
In this work, we consider receivers composed of several photodetectors in order to provide the
multiplexing gain given by the MIMO channel formed by a VLC system. Typically, the use of
angle diversity receiver utilizing multiple receiver elements oriented in different directions has been
widely proposed or providing optical gain and wide FOV simultaneously. Several schemes such
as maximum-likehood combining or maximum ratio combining have been proposed for multiple
detector receives []. How ere, to the best of our knowledge, this kind of receiver has never proposed
for achieving multiplexing in absence of CSIT in VLC systems.

Inspired by the concept of RF reconfigurable antennas we introudce the use of reconfigurable
photodetector that provide a set of channel responses linearly independent among them. For the
considered system model let us assume receivers equipped with at least L photodetectors that
provide distinct and linearly independent responses1, i.e., equal to the number of LED transmitters.
Therefore, each user can select the signal received at each of the considered photodetectors.
In contrast to the RF reconfigurable antennas, which provides L preset modes with an unique
RF chain, the proposed reconfigurable photodetector provides L outputs selecting the desired
sample at time t. Notice that this approach results economically affordable due to the low cost of
the receiver elements while reducing the complexity of the VLC system regarding the CSIT-based
schemes. Thus, we can define the channel matrix for the user k as
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where h
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l (m) is the channel response between the LED bulb l and user k at preset mode m

given by (2). As is discussed in several works such as [][] the use of multiple transmitter with the
aim of achieving multiplexing gain requires linear independence between the channel response of
each photodiode or preset mode in this particular case. Therefore, assuming that the LED bulbs
of the transmitter are spatially distributed we only need to ensure that each photodiode provides
distinct channel responses regarding the incidence angle ' to guarantee the linear independence
of the channel matrix (4). In the following we describe two methodologies to design the preset
mode of the proposed receiver.

1Similarly to the traditional concept of angle-diversity receiver, more than L photodetector can be considered for providing
diversity or improving the FOV.
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3.2. Channel
Each photodiode receives the optical signal propagated from each LED transmitter. According
to other works, we assume that the proportion of LOS is more that 95% of the light collected
by the photodetector of each receiver [2]. Therefore, the effects of the light reflection on walls,
ceil, and floor are considered neglectable. The Euclidian distance between the user k and the
LED transmitter t is denoted by dkt and the angle of irradiance and the angle of incidence are
denoted as �kt and 'kt, respectively, as is shown in Fig. 4. Since only the LOS component is
considered, the channel between the LED transmitter t and the user k at preset mode ⌫, defined
as DC gain [17], is given by
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where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode ⌫, Tl ('kt(⌫)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(⌫)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodetector receiver associated to the field-of-view
(FOV) angle  c [20]. Moreover, in (2) R0 (�kl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity, which
is given by

R0 =
m + 1

2⇡
cosm (�) (3)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
�1/2 by m = � ln 2

ln(cos(�1/2))
.
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3.3. Receiver
In this work, we consider receivers composed of several photodetectors in order to provide the
multiplexing gain given by the MIMO channel formed by a VLC system. Typically, the use of
angle diversity receiver utilizing multiple receiver elements oriented in different directions has been
widely proposed or providing optical gain and wide FOV simultaneously. Several schemes such
as maximum-likehood combining or maximum ratio combining have been proposed for multiple
detector receives []. How ere, to the best of our knowledge, this kind of receiver has never proposed
for achieving multiplexing in absence of CSIT in VLC systems.

Inspired by the concept of RF reconfigurable antennas we introudce the use of reconfigurable
photodetector that provide a set of channel responses linearly independent among them. For the
considered system model let us assume receivers equipped with at least L photodetectors that
provide distinct and linearly independent responses1, i.e., equal to the number of LED transmitters.
Therefore, each user can select the signal received at each of the considered photodetectors.
In contrast to the RF reconfigurable antennas, which provides L preset modes with an unique
RF chain, the proposed reconfigurable photodetector provides L outputs selecting the desired
sample at time t. Notice that this approach results economically affordable due to the low cost of
the receiver elements while reducing the complexity of the VLC system regarding the CSIT-based
schemes. Thus, we can define the channel matrix for the user k as
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where h
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l (m) is the channel response between the LED bulb l and user k at preset mode m

given by (2). As is discussed in several works such as [][] the use of multiple transmitter with the
aim of achieving multiplexing gain requires linear independence between the channel response of
each photodiode or preset mode in this particular case. Therefore, assuming that the LED bulbs
of the transmitter are spatially distributed we only need to ensure that each photodiode provides
distinct channel responses regarding the incidence angle ' to guarantee the linear independence
of the channel matrix (4). In the following we describe two methodologies to design the preset
mode of the proposed receiver.

1Similarly to the traditional concept of angle-diversity receiver, more than L photodetector can be considered for providing
diversity or improving the FOV.
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given by (2). As is discussed in several works such as [][] the use of multiple transmitter with the
aim of achieving multiplexing gain requires linear independence between the channel response of
each photodiode or preset mode in this particular case. Therefore, assuming that the LED bulbs
of the transmitter are spatially distributed we only need to ensure that each photodiode provides
distinct channel responses regarding the incidence angle ' to guarantee the linear independence
of the channel matrix (4). In the following we describe two methodologies to design the preset
mode of the proposed receiver.
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3.2. Channel
Each photodiode receives the optical signal propagated from each LED transmitter. According
to other works, we assume that the proportion of LOS is more that 95% of the light collected
by the photodetector of each receiver [2]. Therefore, the effects of the light reflection on walls,
ceil, and floor are considered neglectable. The Euclidian distance between the user k and the
LED transmitter t is denoted by dkt and the angle of irradiance and the angle of incidence are
denoted as �kt and 'kt, respectively, as is shown in Fig. 4. Since only the LOS component is
considered, the channel between the LED transmitter t and the user k at preset mode ⌫, defined
as DC gain [17], is given by

h
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R0 (�kt) Tl ('kt(⌫)) gl ('kt(⌫)) cosr ('kt(⌫)) if 0  'kt(m)   c
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(2)

where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode ⌫, Tl ('kt(⌫)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(⌫)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodetector receiver associated to the field-of-view
(FOV) angle  c [20]. Moreover, in (2) R0 (�kl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity, which
is given by

R0 =
m + 1

2⇡
cosm (�) (3)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
�1/2 by m = � ln 2

ln(cos(�1/2))
.
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each LED transmitter, the design of the filters and concentrator aims to provide distinct and linear
independent responses for the same angle of incidence 'kl(m).

A generic non-imaging filter photodetector is as shown in Fig. X. It is composed of a filter either
plane or semihespherical. For plane filters [21] the optical gain is given by

T (';��, '̂) =
T0

1 +


�0��(';'̂)

��
2

�2m (6)

where T0 corresponds to the peak transmission, �0 is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, ��
2

is the spectral half-power bandwidth and �('; '̂) represents the shifting to shorter wavelengths
at non-normal incides, which is given by �(', '̂) = �0

⇣
n2

s�n2
1 sin2 '

n2
s�n2

1 sin2 '̂

⌘
, where ns and n1 are the

effective index of the spacer layer and input layer, respectively, and '̂ is the filter orientation.
Notice that the parameters ns, m, and T0 can be handled to obtain different channel responses.

However, in order to obtain a trade-off between photodetector gain and FOV, hemispherical
filters as is shown in Fig. X are widely proposed in VLC systems. An idealized concentrator [51]
with an interna reflective index ns achieves a gain

g(') =

(
n2

s

sin2  c
if 0  '   c

0 if ✓   c.
(7)

It can be seen that as the FOV is reduced, the gain within the FOV is increased. In this sense,
the user of compound parabolic concentrators (CPC) as is shwon in Fig X achieves much higher
gains at expenses of a narrower FOV. However, its utilization in practical VLC systems can be
controversial due to the size of CPC and the direct link requierements for norrow FOVs.

In this sense, there exist a vast literature of filter structures, e.g., planar spherical, coated, etc.,
that provides distinct and linearly independent responses for the same angle of incidence.

3.3.2. Geometrical angle receiver design
The orientation of each photodiode of the reconfigurable photodetector can be employed for
creating an angle diversity receiver where each orientation vector corresponds to a preset mode
as is shown in Fig. X. Therefore, varying the angle of incidence it is possible to obtain linearly in-
dependent responses for the same angle of irradiance (see (2)), i.e., for the same LED transmitter.
Assuming that the photodiode ⌫ of the reconfigurable photodetector of user k obtains distinct polar
and azimuthal angles on the x-y planed denoted as ✓k(⌫) and ↵k(⌫), respectively, the orientation
angle of the photodiode ⌫ is given by

n̂k(⌫) =
⇥
sin (✓k(⌫)) cos (↵k(⌫)) sin (✓k(⌫)) sin (↵k(⌫)) cos (✓k(⌫))

⇤
(8)

Thus, the irradiance and the incidence angle can be easily determined by

�kt(⌫) = arccos

✓
n̂t · vtk

kn̂tkkvtkk

◆
(9)

'kt(⌫) = arccos

✓
vkt · n̂k(⌫)

kvktkkn̂k(⌫)k

◆
, (10)

respectively, where n̂t is the normal vector of the LED transmitter t and v
[k]
⌫,t is the vector from

the LED transmitter t and the photodiode ⌫ of the user k.
Following the receiver design in [16], we consider a angle dirversity receiver where the photo-

diodes are pointing to different direction such as the triangle faces of a pyramid2 as is shown in
Fig.X. For a pyramid receiver, the photodiodes are allocated in a circle of radius r on the horizontal

2This condition does not involve a pyramidal shape of the receiver.
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as is shown in Fig. X. Therefore, varying the angle of incidence it is possible to obtain linearly in-
dependent responses for the same angle of irradiance (see (2)), i.e., for the same LED transmitter.
Assuming that the photodiode ⌫ of the reconfigurable photodetector of user k obtains distinct polar
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respectively, where n̂t is the normal vector of the LED transmitter t and v
[k]
⌫,t is the vector from

the LED transmitter t and the photodiode ⌫ of the user k.
Following the receiver design in [16], we consider a angle dirversity receiver where the photo-

diodes are pointing to different direction such as the triangle faces of a pyramid2 as is shown in
Fig.X. For a pyramid receiver, the photodiodes are allocated in a circle of radius r on the horizontal

2This condition does not involve a pyramidal shape of the receiver.
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each LED transmitter, the design of the filters and concentrator aims to provide distinct and linear
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the irradiance and incidence angles for the transmitter-
receiver pair.

satisfied, the channel gain can be written as

h
[k]
t (ν) =

(
η

[k]
LOS,t(ν) + ηdiff

)
e−

f
1.44fm . (7)

C. Receiver

We introduce the concept of reconfigurable photodetector
inspired by the reconfigurable antennas for RF systems [15].
Basically, a reconfigurable photodetector provides a set of
linearly independent channel responses. Similarly to the angle-
diversity receivers [19], we consider a receiver equipped with
multiple photodiodes for achieving multiplexing gain without
CSIT.

Let us assume receivers equipped with at least L photodi-
odes2 where each user selects the signal from a photodiode
of the whole set of L photodiodes at each time slot as a
preset mode. In contrast to the RF reconfigurable antennas,
which provide L preset modes connected to a unique RF chain,
the proposed reconfigurable photodetector provides L outputs
connected to a unique signal processing chain as is shown
in Fig. 4. Similarly to other works, e.g., [25], we consider
a dedicated area for allocation of the L photodiodes in the
layout of each receiver. Specifically, we consider a volume of
dimensions 18.5 mm×18.5 mm×9.25 mm for the photodiodes
section assuming photodiodes with an area of detection equals
to 15 mm2. Each photodiode is connected to a transimpedance
amplifier (TIA). Currently, there exist several architectures
for signal detection that obtain great performance for VLC
requirements of data rate comprising a small size [26]. More-
over, these components of the reconfigurable photodetector
results economically affordable. In this sense, notice that the
complexity of the signal detection of the L photodiodes is
similar to other multichannel receivers.

Considering L LED transmitters and a reconfigurable pho-
todetector providing L preset modes we can define the channel
matrix of the user k as

H[k] =
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...
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,

(8)

2More than L photodiodes could be considered for providing diversity or
improving the FOV.
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gain [17], is given by
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'kt(1) 'kt(2) �kt(1) �kt(2) (3)

where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode m, Tl ('kt(m)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(m)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodetector receiver associated to the field-of-view
(FOV) angle  c [20]. Moreover, in (2) R0 (�kl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity, which
is given by

R0 =
m + 1

2⇡
cosm (�) (4)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
�1/2 by m = � ln 2

ln(cos(�1/2))
.

3.3. Receiver
In this work, we consider receivers composed of several photodetectors in order to provide the
multiplexing gain given by the MIMO channel formed by a VLC system. Typically, the use of
angle diversity receiver utilizing multiple receiver elements oriented in different directions has been
widely proposed or providing optical gain and wide FOV simultaneously. Several schemes such
as maximum-likehood combining or maximum ratio combining have been proposed for multiple
detector receives []. How ere, to the best of our knowledge, this kind of receiver has never proposed
for achieving multiplexing in absence of CSIT in VLC systems.

Inspired by the concept of RF reconfigurable antennas we introudce the use of reconfigurable
photodetector that provide a set of channel responses linearly independent among them. For the
considered system model let us assume receivers equipped with at least L photodetectors that
provide distinct and linearly independent responses1, i.e., equal to the number of LED transmitters.
Therefore, each user can select the signal received at each of the considered photodetectors.
In contrast to the RF reconfigurable antennas, which provides L preset modes with an unique
RF chain, the proposed reconfigurable photodetector provides L outputs selecting the desired
sample at time t. Notice that this approach results economically affordable due to the low cost of
the receiver elements while reducing the complexity of the VLC system regarding the CSIT-based
schemes. Thus, we can define the channel matrix for the user k as
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, (5)

where h
[k]
l (m) is the channel response between the LED bulb l and user k at preset mode m

given by (2). As is discussed in several works such as [][] the use of multiple transmitter with the
aim of achieving multiplexing gain requires linear independence between the channel response of
each photodiode or preset mode in this particular case. Therefore, assuming that the LED bulbs
of the transmitter are spatially distributed we only need to ensure that each photodiode provides
distinct channel responses regarding the incidence angle ' to guarantee the linear independence
of the channel matrix (4). In the following we describe two methodologies to design the preset
mode of the proposed receiver.

1Similarly to the traditional concept of angle-diversity receiver, more than L photodetector can be considered for providing
diversity or improving the FOV.
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Fig. 4. Geometry of the irradiance and inci-
dence angles for the transmitter-receiver pair.
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3.2. Channel
Each photodiode receives the optical signal propagated from each LED transmitter. According
to other works, we assume that the proportion of LOS is more that 95% of the light collected
by the photodetector of each receiver [2]. Therefore, the effects of the light reflection on walls,
ceil, and floor are considered neglectable. The Euclidian distance between the user k and the
LED transmitter t is denoted by dkt and the angle of irradiance and the angle of incidence are
denoted as �kt and 'kt, respectively, as is shown in Fig. 4. Since only the LOS component is
considered, the channel between the LED transmitter t and the user k at preset mode ⌫, defined
as DC gain [17], is given by

h
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kt
R0 (�kt) Tl ('kt(⌫)) gl ('kt(⌫)) cosr ('kt(⌫)) if 0  'kt(m)   c

0 if ✓   c

(2)

where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode ⌫, Tl ('kt(⌫)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(⌫)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodetector receiver associated to the field-of-view
(FOV) angle  c [20]. Moreover, in (2) R0 (�kl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity, which
is given by

R0 =
m + 1

2⇡
cosm (�) (3)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
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3.3. Receiver
In this work, we consider receivers composed of several photodetectors in order to provide the
multiplexing gain given by the MIMO channel formed by a VLC system. Typically, the use of
angle diversity receiver utilizing multiple receiver elements oriented in different directions has been
widely proposed or providing optical gain and wide FOV simultaneously. Several schemes such
as maximum-likehood combining or maximum ratio combining have been proposed for multiple
detector receives []. How ere, to the best of our knowledge, this kind of receiver has never proposed
for achieving multiplexing in absence of CSIT in VLC systems.

Inspired by the concept of RF reconfigurable antennas we introudce the use of reconfigurable
photodetector that provide a set of channel responses linearly independent among them. For the
considered system model let us assume receivers equipped with at least L photodetectors that
provide distinct and linearly independent responses1, i.e., equal to the number of LED transmitters.
Therefore, each user can select the signal received at each of the considered photodetectors.
In contrast to the RF reconfigurable antennas, which provides L preset modes with an unique
RF chain, the proposed reconfigurable photodetector provides L outputs selecting the desired
sample at time t. Notice that this approach results economically affordable due to the low cost of
the receiver elements while reducing the complexity of the VLC system regarding the CSIT-based
schemes. Thus, we can define the channel matrix for the user k as
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where h
[k]
l (m) is the channel response between the LED bulb l and user k at preset mode m

given by (2). As is discussed in several works such as [][] the use of multiple transmitter with the
aim of achieving multiplexing gain requires linear independence between the channel response of
each photodiode or preset mode in this particular case. Therefore, assuming that the LED bulbs
of the transmitter are spatially distributed we only need to ensure that each photodiode provides
distinct channel responses regarding the incidence angle ' to guarantee the linear independence
of the channel matrix (4). In the following we describe two methodologies to design the preset
mode of the proposed receiver.

1Similarly to the traditional concept of angle-diversity receiver, more than L photodetector can be considered for providing
diversity or improving the FOV.
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Fig. 4. Geometry of the irradiance and inci-
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3.2. Channel
Each photodiode receives the optical signal propagated from each LED transmitter. According
to other works, we assume that the proportion of LOS is more that 95% of the light collected
by the photodetector of each receiver [2]. Therefore, the effects of the light reflection on walls,
ceil, and floor are considered neglectable. The Euclidian distance between the user k and the
LED transmitter t is denoted by dkt and the angle of irradiance and the angle of incidence are
denoted as �kt and 'kt, respectively, as is shown in Fig. 4. Since only the LOS component is
considered, the channel between the LED transmitter t and the user k at preset mode ⌫, defined
as DC gain [17], is given by

h
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R0 (�kt) Tl ('kt(⌫)) gl ('kt(⌫)) cosr ('kt(⌫)) if 0  'kt(m)   c

0 if ✓   c

(2)

where ⇢ denotes the responsivity coefficient and A is the physical area of the photodetector. For
the preset mode ⌫, Tl ('kt(⌫)) is the gain of the optical filter, gl ('kl(⌫)) is the gain of the optical
concentrator and r is the coefficient of the photodetector receiver associated to the field-of-view
(FOV) angle  c [20]. Moreover, in (2) R0 (�kl) denotes the Lambertian radiation intensity, which
is given by

R0 =
m + 1

2⇡
cosm (�) (3)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission. The order m is related to the transmitter semiangle
�1/2 by m = � ln 2

ln(cos(�1/2))
.
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each LED transmitter, the design of the filters and concentrator aims to provide distinct and linear
independent responses for the same angle of incidence 'kl(m).

A generic non-imaging filter photodetector is as shown in Fig. X. It is composed of a filter either
plane or semihespherical. For plane filters [21] the optical gain is given by

T (';��, '̂) =
T0

1 +


�0��(';'̂)

��
2

�2m (6)

where T0 corresponds to the peak transmission, �0 is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, ��
2

is the spectral half-power bandwidth and �('; '̂) represents the shifting to shorter wavelengths
at non-normal incides, which is given by �(', '̂) = �0

⇣
n2

s�n2
1 sin2 '

n2
s�n2

1 sin2 '̂

⌘
, where ns and n1 are the

effective index of the spacer layer and input layer, respectively, and '̂ is the filter orientation.
Notice that the parameters ns, m, and T0 can be handled to obtain different channel responses.

However, in order to obtain a trade-off between photodetector gain and FOV, hemispherical
filters as is shown in Fig. X are widely proposed in VLC systems. An idealized concentrator [51]
with an interna reflective index ns achieves a gain

g(') =

(
n2

s

sin2  c
if 0  '   c

0 if ✓   c.
(7)

It can be seen that as the FOV is reduced, the gain within the FOV is increased. In this sense,
the user of compound parabolic concentrators (CPC) as is shwon in Fig X achieves much higher
gains at expenses of a narrower FOV. However, its utilization in practical VLC systems can be
controversial due to the size of CPC and the direct link requierements for norrow FOVs.

In this sense, there exist a vast literature of filter structures, e.g., planar spherical, coated, etc.,
that provides distinct and linearly independent responses for the same angle of incidence.

3.3.2. Geometrical angle receiver design
The orientation of each photodiode of the reconfigurable photodetector can be employed for
creating an angle diversity receiver where each orientation vector corresponds to a preset mode
as is shown in Fig. X. Therefore, varying the angle of incidence it is possible to obtain linearly in-
dependent responses for the same angle of irradiance (see (2)), i.e., for the same LED transmitter.
Assuming that the photodiode ⌫ of the reconfigurable photodetector of user k obtains distinct polar
and azimuthal angles on the x-y planed denoted as ✓k(⌫) and ↵k(⌫), respectively, the orientation
angle of the photodiode ⌫ is given by

n̂k(⌫) =
⇥
sin (✓k(⌫)) cos (↵k(⌫)) sin (✓k(⌫)) sin (↵k(⌫)) cos (✓k(⌫))

⇤
(8)

Thus, the irradiance and the incidence angle can be easily determined by

�kt(⌫) = arccos

✓
n̂t · vtk

kn̂tkkvtkk

◆
(9)

'kt(⌫) = arccos

✓
vkt · n̂k(⌫)

kvktkkn̂k(⌫)k

◆
, (10)

respectively, where n̂t is the normal vector of the LED transmitter t and v
[k]
⌫,t is the vector from

the LED transmitter t and the photodiode ⌫ of the user k.
Following the receiver design in [16], we consider a angle dirversity receiver where the photo-

diodes are pointing to different direction such as the triangle faces of a pyramid2 as is shown in
Fig.X. For a pyramid receiver, the photodiodes are allocated in a circle of radius r on the horizontal

2This condition does not involve a pyramidal shape of the receiver.
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2This condition does not involve a pyramidal shape of the receiver.
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each LED transmitter, the design of the filters and concentrator aims to provide distinct and linear
independent responses for the same angle of incidence 'kl(m).

A generic non-imaging filter photodetector is as shown in Fig. X. It is composed of a filter either
plane or semihespherical. For plane filters [21] the optical gain is given by

T (';��, '̂) =
T0

1 +


�0��(';'̂)

��
2

�2m (6)

where T0 corresponds to the peak transmission, �0 is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, ��
2

is the spectral half-power bandwidth and �('; '̂) represents the shifting to shorter wavelengths
at non-normal incides, which is given by �(', '̂) = �0

⇣
n2

s�n2
1 sin2 '

n2
s�n2

1 sin2 '̂

⌘
, where ns and n1 are the

effective index of the spacer layer and input layer, respectively, and '̂ is the filter orientation.
Notice that the parameters ns, m, and T0 can be handled to obtain different channel responses.

However, in order to obtain a trade-off between photodetector gain and FOV, hemispherical
filters as is shown in Fig. X are widely proposed in VLC systems. An idealized concentrator [51]
with an interna reflective index ns achieves a gain

g(') =

(
n2

s

sin2  c
if 0  '   c

0 if ✓   c.
(7)

It can be seen that as the FOV is reduced, the gain within the FOV is increased. In this sense,
the user of compound parabolic concentrators (CPC) as is shwon in Fig X achieves much higher
gains at expenses of a narrower FOV. However, its utilization in practical VLC systems can be
controversial due to the size of CPC and the direct link requierements for norrow FOVs.

In this sense, there exist a vast literature of filter structures, e.g., planar spherical, coated, etc.,
that provides distinct and linearly independent responses for the same angle of incidence.

3.3.2. Geometrical angle receiver design
The orientation of each photodiode of the reconfigurable photodetector can be employed for
creating an angle diversity receiver where each orientation vector corresponds to a preset mode
as is shown in Fig. X. Therefore, varying the angle of incidence it is possible to obtain linearly in-
dependent responses for the same angle of irradiance (see (2)), i.e., for the same LED transmitter.
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⇥
sin (✓k(⌫)) cos (↵k(⌫)) sin (✓k(⌫)) sin (↵k(⌫)) cos (✓k(⌫))

⇤
(8)

Thus, the irradiance and the incidence angle can be easily determined by
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n̂t · vtk

kn̂tkkvtkk

◆
(9)
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✓
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kvktkkn̂k(⌫)k

◆
, (10)

respectively, where n̂t is the normal vector of the LED transmitter t and v
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⌫,t is the vector from

the LED transmitter t and the photodiode ⌫ of the user k.
Following the receiver design in [16], we consider a angle dirversity receiver where the photo-

diodes are pointing to different direction such as the triangle faces of a pyramid2 as is shown in
Fig.X. For a pyramid receiver, the photodiodes are allocated in a circle of radius r on the horizontal

2This condition does not involve a pyramidal shape of the receiver.
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Fig. 3. Orientation vector of a photodiode (face) of the pyramidal photode-
tector.
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Fig. 4. Structure of the receiver based on the proposed reconfigurable
photodetector.

where h
[k]
t (ν), ν ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}, is the channel response

between the LED transmitter t and the user k at preset mode
ν given by (3). For a spatial deployment of LED lamps, which
ensures distinct radiation angle from each LED transmitter, the
design of the filter and the concentrator of each photodiode
that compose a reconfigurable photodetector aims to provide
linear independent responses. In the following we describe
two methodologies to obtain linearly independent responses,
i.e., a set of preset modes, for the proposed reconfigurable
photodetector.

Remark 1. The use of optical receivers composed of several
photodiodes has been typically proposed for providing diver-
sity through schemes such as MRC [5]. In these sense, the
multiple outputs of the reconfigurable photodetector can be
used for implementing these schemes.

1) Filter and concentrator design: Optical filters and con-
centrators are usual components in the photodiode receivers
and they are presented in most of the commercial optical
systems.

For thin-film plane filters [27] the optical gain given by a
generic angle of incidence ϕ is

T (ϕ; ∆λ, ϕ̂) =
T0

1 +

[
λ0−λ(ϕ;ϕ̂)

∆λ
2

]2m (9)

where T0 corresponds to the peak transmission, λ0 is the
wavelength of the transmitted signal, ∆λ

2 is the spectral
half-power bandwidth and λ(ϕ; ϕ̂) represents the shifting to
shorter wavelengths at non-normal incidences, which is given
by λ(ϕ, ϕ̂) = λ0

(
n2
s−n2

1 sin2 ϕ

n2
s−n2

1 sin2 ϕ̂

)
, where ns and n1 are the
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Fig. 5. Structure of a spherical lens.

effective index of the spacer layer and input layer, respectively,
and ϕ̂ is the filter orientation. Notice that the parameters ns, m,
and T0 can be handled to obtain different channel responses.

To obtain wide FOV and optical gain truncated spherical
lenses are usually proposed for VLC systems [27]. As can be
seen in Fig. 5, the light incides over a spherical lens with a
truncation angle θt forming an angle θ0 with the normal of
the lens surface. Hence, the single ray cross the lens surface
attenuated by a factor T (θ0). After that the ray is reflected with
an angle θ1. In this way, T (θ1), T (θ2) and T (θ3) corresponds
to the gain given by the lens output, the planar filter (if any)
and the photodiode input, respectively. In this case, the optical
gain of the lens is

g(ϕ) =

∫
S0
T (θ0)T (θ1)T (θ2)T (θ3)dS∫

S0
cos(θ0)dS

, (10)

where S0 is the integration area over the surface for which light
passing through eventually hits the photodiode. For the sake of
simplicity we focus on hemispherical lenses with θt = 90◦. An
idealized hemispherical concentrator with an intern reflective
index ns achieves a gain

g(ϕ) =

{
n2
s

sin2 Ψc
if 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ Ψc

0 if ϕ ≤ Ψc.
(11)

Notice that narrow FOVs increase the optical gain of the
concentrator lens. There are a vast literature of filter structures,
e.g., planar, spherical, coated, etc., that provide distinct and
linearly independent responses for the same angle of inci-
dence [27]. In Fig. 6 we show the optical gain for different
lens structures with the angle of incidence. It can be seen
that linearly independent responses, i.e., preset modes of
the reconfigurable photodetector, can be obtained by simply
varying the structure of the set composed of the concentrator
and the filter of each photodiode.

2) Geometrical angle receiver design: The orientation of
each photodiode of the reconfigurable photodetector can be
employed for creating an angle diversity receiver where each
orientation vector corresponds to a preset mode as is shown
in Fig. 3. Therefore, varying the angle of incidence through
the orientation of each photodiode it is possible to obtain lin-
early independent responses for the same angle of irradiance.

Fig. 6. Optical gain of different lens structures.

Assuming that the photodiode ν of the reconfigurable photode-
tector of user k obtains distinct polar and azimuthal angles on
the x-y planed denoted as θk(ν) and αk(ν), respectively, the
orientation vector of the photodiode ν of user k is given by

n̂k =

[sin (θk(ν)) cos (αk(ν)) , sin (θk(ν)) sin (αk(ν)) , cos (θk(ν))]
(12)

Thus, the irradiance and the incidence angle can be easily
determined by

φkt = arccos

(
n̂t · vtk
‖n̂t‖‖vtk‖

)
(13)

ϕkt(ν) = arccos

(
vkt · n̂k(ν)

‖vkt‖‖n̂k(ν)‖

)
, (14)

respectively, where n̂t is the normal vector of the LED
transmitter t and vkt is the vector from the LED transmitter
t and the user k as is shown in Fig. 2.

Following the design proposed in [25], we consider an
angle diversity receiver where the photodiodes are pointing
to different directions such as the triangle faces of a pyramid
as is shown in Fig. 3. For a pyramid receiver, the photodiodes
are located in a circle of radius rPD on the horizontal plane
over a receiver height hPD. Thus, assuming L photodiodes at
each receiver, the position of the photodiode corresponding to
the preset mode ν, ν = {1, . . . , L}, is

(xk(ν), yk(ν), zk(ν)) =(
xk + rPD cos

2(ν − 1)π

L
, yk + rPD sin

2(ν − 1)π

L
, hPD

)

(15)

Therefore, the orientation of the photodiode that provides
the preset mode ν of the user k is given by the polar and
azimuth angles denoted as θk(ν) = θk and αk(ν) = 2(ν−1)π

L ,
respectively.

IV. BLIND INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT FOR VISIBLE
LIGHT COMMUNICATIONS

In this section we describe the BIA scheme applied to
VLC systems, which is referred to as vBIA. Each receiver
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Fig. 8. Supersymbol of vBIA for a MISO BC with L = 2 LED lights and
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is equipped with the proposed reconfigurable photodetector
described in Section III-C. With the aim of introducing the
principles of BIA applied to VLC systems, we focus on the
pattern of signal selection of the reconfigurable photodetector
for the MISO BC proposed in [13] where the whole set of
LED transmitters is connected to all the users.

A. Toy example

For illustrative purposes, consider first a toy example with
K = 2 users and L = 2 LED transmitters as is shown in
Fig. 7. Assuming full connectivity between the LED lights
and the users, this scenario can be considered as a MISO BC
for the vBIA scheme. Thus, each LED transmitter sends a data
stream to each user. Notice that, assuming orthogonal resource
allocation in absence of CSIT such as TDMA, transmitting 2
independent data streams free of interference from both LED
lights to each user involves 4 time slots, i.e., the sum-DoF
equals 1.

Following the scheme of [13] the optimal DoF, i.e., the
multiplexing gain, without CSIT can be achieved by con-
sidering a frame comprising 3 symbol extensions3 denoted
as supersymbol. During the supersymbol each user follows
the preset mode selection of the reconfigurable photodetector
described in Fig. 8. The signal transmitted by the LED
transmitter t during the 3 symbol extensions can be written
in a vector form as

X[t] =
[
u

[1]
t,` + u

[2]
t,` u

[1]
t,` u

[2]
t,`

]T
, (16)

3In this work we focus on the temporal dimension and therefore, each
symbol extension corresponds to a time slot.

where u[k]
t,` is the symbol transmitted by the LED light t to the

user k, ` = 1 for this particular case. Thus, the user k desires

to decode the symbol u[k]
` =

[
u

[k]
1,`, u

[k]
2,`

]T
, which contains 2

DoF. Hence, the signal transmitted by the set of LED lights
can be written as

X = X[1] + X[2] =



x[1]
x[2]
x[3]


 =



I2

I2

02


u

[1]
` +



I2

02

I2


u

[2]
` , (17)

where x[n] ∈ C2×1 is the signal transmitted during the symbol
extension n and I2 and 02 denote the 2× 2 identity and zero
matrix, respectively.

Before analyzing the interference cancellation through
vBIA, it is interesting to remark some properties of the
proposed transmission strategy. First, note that the precoding
of the desired symbol (see (17)) only considers adding oper-
ations of zeros and one values. Therefore, in contrast to the
TPC schemes, the non-negativity of the signal is guaranteed
without the need for a bias current. Furthermore, as can be
checked in (16), each LED light transmits an independent data
stream to both users without the need for cooperation or data
sharing among the LED transmitters. That is, the symbols u[k]

`,t′ ,
t′ = {1, ..., L} : t′ 6= t, are unknown by the LED transmitter
t. Only some synchronization would be required.

Taking into consideration the pattern of preset mode selec-
tion of the supersymbol shown in Fig. 7 and the structure of
the signal transmitted, the signal received at user 1 can be
written as


y[1][1]
y[1][2]
y[1][3]


 =



h[1](1)T

h[1](2)T

02




︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=2

u
[1]
1 +



h[1](1)T

02

h[1](1)T




︸ ︷︷ ︸
rank=1

u
[2]
1 +



z[1][1]
z[1][2]
z[1][3]


 .

(18)
Notice that the desired symbol u

[1]
1 , which carries 2 DoF,

is contained in a rank−2 matrix while the interference is
aligned in a rank−1 matrix, i.e., the interference is aligned
into a one-dimensional space. As a consequence, the user 1 can
employ the third symbol extension to measure and cancel the
interference caused by the transmission of u[2]

1 during the first
symbol extension. Furthermore, the signal received by user 1
is free of interference during the second symbol extension.
After subtracting the interference the received signal for user
1 is
[
y[1][1]− y[1][3]

y[1][2]

]
=

[
h[1](1)T

h[1](2)T

]
u

[1]
1 +

[
z[1](1)− z[1](3)

z[1](2)

]
.

(19)

Since the interference is completely removed and the proposed
reconfigurable photodetector provides linearly independent
channel responses for h[1](ν), ν = {1, 2}, the 2 DoF con-
tained in the symbol u[1]

1 are decodable by solving the linear
problem (19). Similarly, the user 2 can decode the 2 DoF
of u

[2]
1 over the symbol extensions {1, 3} and measuring the

interference due to transmission u
[1]
1 at symbol extension 2.

Therefore, 4 symbols are decodable during a supersymbol
comprising 3 symbol extensions. That is, 4

3 DoF are achievable
without CSIT or cooperation between the LED transmitters by
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using vBIA.

B. General case
1) Design of the supersymbol structure: As described

in [13], the BIA supersymbol must satisfy two conditions; (i)
Ensure the decodability of the L independent data streams
transmitted by each of the L LED lights to user k by
varying its channel state among L distinct preset modes of the
reconfigurable photodetector during the L symbol extensions

where the desired symbol u
[k]
` =

[
u

[k]
1,`, . . . , u

[k]
L,`

]T
, which

contains L DoF, is transmitted. Notice that this condition
guarantees to obtain a full rank matrix after interference
subtraction (see (19)) and therefore, decode the L DoF carried
by u

[k]
` . (ii) The channel state of all other users k′ 6= k must

remain constant during the transmission of u
[k]
` to the user

k. This condition allows to contain the interference because
of transmission of u

[k]
` in a single preset mode for all other

users. Satisfying these conditions for a MISO BC with L
LED transmitters and K users requires (L − 1)K−1 blocks
comprising L symbol extensions for each user denoted as
alignment blocks. An alignment block for the user k is defined
as the set of L symbol extensions where the channel state of
this user varies among L preset modes while all other users
maintain a constant channel state.

Furthermore, the BIA supersymbol can be divided into two
well differentiated sections; Block 1 where the symbols to
all the users are simulatenously transmitted, and therefore,
generating multi-user interference, and Block 2 where each
symbol u[k]

` is transmitted in orthogonal fashion. This structure
allows to measure the symbols transmitted to other users, u[k′]

` ,
k′ 6= k, in Block 2 and subtract it afterwards from the symbol
extensions of Block 1 polluted by it when the interference
is properly aligned as described in detail in Section IV-B3.
The first L − 1 symbol extensions of the alignment block
of each user belong to Block 1 where the symbols to all
users are transmitted simultaneously. At this point, let us
define the first L − 1 symbol extensions of each alignment
block of the user k as a group for this user. Therefore, the
Block 1 of the supersymbol can be assembled by considering
groups as is shown in Fig. 9. This procedure is mathematically
described in detail in [13]. Since each group belongs to a
specific alignment block, it can be seen in Fig. 9 that each
group comprises L− 1 distinct channel states while all other
users remain in a constant channel state. As commented
above, simultaneous transmission to all users occurs during
the L − 1 symbol extensions of each alignment block, i.e.,
during a group. Since (L − 1)K−1 alignment blocks are
required to satisfy the BIA conditions, the Block 1 comprises
(L− 1)× (L− 1)K−1 = (L− 1)K symbol extensions.

Once the Block 1 has been defined the Block 2 is composed
of the last symbol extension of each alignment block. Since
orthogonal transmission of each symbol u

[k]
` occurs during

the Block 2, it comprises K(L − 1)K−1 symbol extensions.
Therefore, the length of the supersymbol comprises (L−1)K+
K(L− 1)K−1 symbol extensions.

2) Design of the precoding matrices and signal transmis-
sion in Block 1: Once the structure of Block 1 is defined, the

BIA for the MISO BC

User 1 h(1) h(2) … h(L -1)

User k h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) … h(2) h(L -1) … h(L -1)

User K h(1) … h(L -1)

group

group
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assuming transmission within a coherence block, the signal received at user 1 can be written as
2
4

y[1][1]
y[1][2]
y[1][3]

3
5 =

2
4
h[1](1)T

h[1](2)T

0

3
5

| {z }
rank=2

u
[1]
1 +

2
4
h[1](1)T

0
h[1](1)T

3
5

| {z }
rank=1

u
[2]
1 +

2
4

z[1][1]
z[1][2]
z[1][3]

3
5 . (11)

The desired symbol u
[1]
1 is contained in a rank-2 matrix while the interference is aligned in a

rank-1 matrix. As a consequence, the user 1 can employ the third symbol extension to measure
and cancel the interference caused by the transmission of u

[2]
1 during the first symbol extension.

Furthermore, the signal received by user 1 is free of multi-user interference during the second
symbol extension. After subtracting the interference the received signal for user 1 is


y[1][1] � y[1][3]

y[1][2]

�
=


h[1](1)T

h[1](2)T

�
u

[1]
1 +


z[1](1) � z[1](3)

z[1](2)

�
. (12)

Since the interference is completely removed, the 2 DoF contained in the symbol u[1]
` are decod-

able by solving the previous linear problem. Similarly, the user 2 obtains the 2 DoF of u
[2]
` over the

symbol extensions {1, 3} and measuring the interference due to transmission u
[1]
ell in the symbol

extension {2}. Therefore, 4
3 DoF are achievable without CSIT or cooperation between the LED

transmitters by using vlcBIA. Furthermore, and even more importantly, it is guaranteed that the
signal transmitted by the LEDs are non-negative real values without the need for adding a DC
bias current to ensure this condition as occurs for the precoding schemes[][].

4.2. General case
The vBIA scheme for a MISO BC comprising L LED transmitters and K users equipped with the
reconfigurable photodetector described in Section X considers a pattern of preset mode selection
referred to as supersymbol. The supersymbol can be divided in two well differentiated parts; Block
1 comprising the first (L � 1)K symbol extensions over which simultaneous transmission takes
place and Block 2 formed by the last K(L � 1)K symbol extensions over which each symbol is
transmitted in orthogonal fashion. Therefore, the entire supersymbol comprises

LSS = (L � 1)K + K(L � 1)K�1 (13)

symbol extension over which the physical channel is assumed to be constant.
For each user, the supersymbol contains (L�1)K�1 alignment blocks. Basically, each alignment

block of the k-th users comprises L symbol extensions providing L DoF for the desired user.
During each alignment block the user k selects the signal received from the L photodetectors
of the reconfigurable photodetector. On the contrary, all other users k0 6= k select a constant
preset mode to align the signal intended to the user k into a one dimension at its signal space.
The construction of the supersymbol structure based on alignment blocks is shown in Fig.X.
Furthermore, the last symbol extension of each alignment block belong to Block 2 while the first
L � 1 symbol extensions are within Block 1.

(L � 1)k�1 (L � 1)K�1 (14)

4.3. Achievable rates
For the general case, the signal of the user k after interference subtraction can be written as

ỹ[k] =

2
6664

ỹ[k][1]
...

ỹ[k][Nt � 1]
ỹ[k][Nt]

3
7775 =

2
66664

h[k](1)
T

...
h[k](Nt � 1)

T

h[k](Nt)
T

3
77775

u
[k]
` +

2
66664

z[k][1] �PK
j=1,j 6=k z[k][j]
...

z[k][Nt � 1] �PK
j=1,j 6=k z[k][j]

z[k][Nt]

3
77775

. (15)
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Since the interference is completely removed, the 2 DoF contained in the symbol u[1]
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symbol extensions {1, 3} and measuring the interference due to transmission u
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ell in the symbol

extension {2}. Therefore, 4
3 DoF are achievable without CSIT or cooperation between the LED

transmitters by using vlcBIA. Furthermore, and even more importantly, it is guaranteed that the
signal transmitted by the LEDs are non-negative real values without the need for adding a DC
bias current to ensure this condition as occurs for the precoding schemes[][].

4.2. General case
The vBIA scheme for a MISO BC comprising L LED transmitters and K users equipped with the
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block of the k-th users comprises L symbol extensions providing L DoF for the desired user.
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of the reconfigurable photodetector. On the contrary, all other users k0 6= k select a constant
preset mode to align the signal intended to the user k into a one dimension at its signal space.
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Furthermore, the last symbol extension of each alignment block belong to Block 2 while the first
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Fig. 9. The structure of Block 1 for the vBIA scheme. User indexes are
removed from the channel responses for simplicity. Each color represents a
preset mode.

design of the precoding matrices can be easily determined. Let
us denote u

[k]
` =

[
u

[k]
1,`, . . . , u

[k]
L,`

]
, as the symbol transmitted

during the alignment block `, ` =
{

1, . . . , (L− 1)K−1
}

,
which carries L distinguishable streams, where u

[k]
t,` is the

contribution of the LED light t, t = {1, . . . , L}. Taking into
consideration the structure of Block 1, the symbol u

[k]
` is

repeatedly transmitted during the group of its `-th alignment
block, i.e., during the first L − 1 symbol extensions of that
alignment block. Notice that transmission of u[k]

` during Block
1 generates interference to all other users, which maintain a
constant channel state during its transmission in order to align
the inference. For instance, considering the structure shown in
Fig. 9, the symbol u[1]

1 to user 1 is transmitted during the first
L−1 symbol extensions of the supersymbol where its channel
state varies among L−1 distinct preset modes

{
h[1](ν)

}L−1

ν=1
.

Notice that all other users select the preset mode h[k′](1),
k′ 6= 1, during the first L−1 symbol extensions. Following this
methodology the symbol u[k]

1 to the user k is transmitted dur-
ing the symbol extension

{
m(L− 1)k−1 + 1)

}L−1

m=0
. Further-

more, transmission between the (L−1)K−1 alignment blocks
of each user must be orthogonal to avoid the overlapping with
each other. As described in detail in [13], the precoding matrix
for the user k consists of marking with a L×L identity matrix
within the column corresponding to the `-th alignment block
the positions where the group corresponding to the symbol
u

[k]
` is located in the supersymbol.
3) Transmission in Block 2 and interference cancellation:

Recall that the first L−1 symbol extensions of each alignment
block are already determined by Block 1 and the precoding
structure described above. Thus, the last symbol extension
that completes each alignment block is provided by Block 2.
Therefore, in order to ensure the decodability of the L streams
carried by u

[k]
` the user k selects the preset mode L, i.e.,

h[k](L), during its transmission in Block 2.
As can be seen in Fig. 10, the Block 2 can be divided in K

parts where the symbols u
[k]
` , ` = {1, . . . , (L − 1)K−1}, are

orthogonally transmitted to the user k. Due to the orthogonal
transmission all other users k′ 6= k can measure the inter-
ference received in Block 1 because of transmission of the
symbols u

[k]
` , ` = {1, . . . , (L − 1)K−1}. Since the interfer-

ence is aligned according to the two conditions described in
Section IV-B1, the users k′ 6= k can measure the interference
because of transmission of u[k]

` in Block 2 at the same preset
mode as it interferes in Block 1. To do that, the preset mode
selected by the user k′ during the transmission of u[k]

` in Block
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User 1 h(1) h(2) … h(L -1) h(1) … h(L -1) h(1) … h(L -1) ⌠…⌡ h(L ) h(L ) h(L) … h(1) h(2) h(L -1)

User k h(1) h(1) … h(1) h(2) … h(2) h(L -1) … h(L -1) ⌠…⌡ h(1) h(2) h(L-1) … h(L) h(L ) h(L)

group

groupgroup group

Block 1
simultaneous transmission

Block 2
orthogonal transmission

alignment block

user k

user k '

u1
[k ]

u1
[k ']

(L −1)K−1 (L −1)K−1

K × (L −1)K−1(L −1)K

Fig. 10. Construction of the Block 2 for the vBIA scheme and interference
measurement and subtraction. Each color represents a preset mode

2 must coincide with the preset mode selected in Block 1
during the group of user k where the symbol u[k]

` is transmitted
as is shown in Fig. 10.

For example, in Fig. 10, the first L−1 symbol extension of
the supersymbol form a group that composed an alignment
block with the first symbol extensions of the Block 2 in
which the symbol u[k]

1 is transmitted. Since the symbol u[k]
1 is

transmitted orthogonally by the L LED lights, the user k′ can
measure at the preset mode h[k′](1) the interference received
during the first L − 1 symbol extensions of Block 1 due to
transmission of u[k]

1 .
4) Achievable Degrees of Freedom: Since each of the K

users achieves L DoF in each of its (L − 1)K−1 alignment
blocks over a supersymbol comprising (L−1)×(L−1)K−1 =
(L− 1)K symbol extensions, the sum-DoF per symbol exten-
sion achieved by the vBIA scheme equals

DoF =
LK(L− 1)K−1

(L− 1)K +K(L− 1)K−1
=

LK

L+K − 1
, (20)

which corresponds to the optimal sum-DoF without CSIT [13].
Interestingly, the sum-DoF tends to the optimal assuming CSIT
as the number of users grows. That is, limK→∞ LK

L+K−1 = L.

Remark 2. The implementation of BIA schemes is subject to
transmission of the supersymbol within a coherence time pe-
riod and a noise increase because of the interference subtrac-
tion [14]. In this sense, typical VLC settings result in super-
symbol lengths short enough to consider the optical channel
constant during its transmission and provide an operating SNR
enough to get through the noise increase. However, for non-
usual settings with a large number of LED transmitters, a large
number of users or high mobility indoor environment several
BIA schemes based on the methodology described in Section
IV-B such as [14], [28] have been proposed for managing
both the supersymbol length and the noise increase. By using
the reconfigurable photodetector devised in Section III-C these
schemes can be implemented for VLC systems.

V. MOVING TO OTHER NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

Until now, we have focused on a uniform scenario where
all the users are connected to the whole set of LED transmit-
ters. However, the propagation of the visible light is usually
confined in a small area. Thus, the deployment of several
LED lamps in an indoor scenario naturally leads to network
topologies defined by the connectivity of the users [6]. For
VLC traditional management of the network topology such
as frequency reuse (FR) involves a loss in DoF because of

p1,1

p1,2sh1

LED 1 LED 2 LED 3 LED 4

VLC cell 1 VLC cell 2

Fig. 11. Partially connected scenario. The LED transmitters are grouped in
VLC cells composed of Lc = 2 lamps and there exist Kp = 1 private users
per cell and Ksh = 1 shared user that receives a strong signal from the whole
set of LED lights.

the partial connectivity given by the small area of coverage
of the LED lights. Moreover, FR involves switching between
VLC frequencies every few meters. Supported by the concept
of reconfigurable photodetector derived in Section III-C, BIA
can provide a user-centric approach determined by the network
topology, e.g., [17], [18], [28], jointly to the several advantages
described previously such as low requirement for backhaul
links or non-negativity of the transmitted signal. The aim of
this section is not the development of these BIA schemes,
that are already reported in the literature, but to highlight the
versatility of BIA applied to VLC.

A. Homogeneous partially connected networks

Assuming an indoor deployment of several LED lamps we
consider the concept of VLC cell composed of one or more
LED transmitters proposed in [6]. Thus, for homogeneous de-
ployments as is shown in Fig. 11, each user can be categorized
either as a private user receiving a strong signal from a unique
VLC cell or a shared user that receives a useful signal from the
whole set of LED transmitters. This kind of partially connected
networks can be modeled by the BIA scheme devised in [17]
based on the network topology.

For illustrative purposes, we first consider a partially con-
nected network as is shown in Fig. 11 where there exist L = 4
LED lamps that can be grouped in C = 2, c = {1, 2}, VLC
cells composed of Lc = 2 transmitters each. Moreover, each
VLC cell transmits to Kp = 1 private user while a Ksh = 1
shared user is served by both cells. Assuming a fully connected
network the channel of the user k, either private or shared, at
the preset mode ν can be written as

h[k](ν) =
[
h

[k]
1 (ν) h

[k]
2 (ν) h

[k]
3 (ν) h

[k]
4 (ν)

]
∈ R4×1

+

(21)
However, taking into consideration the partial connectivity
of the VLC network and the aforementioned categorization,
the channel of the private users after some relabelling can
be written as h[p1,1](ν) =

[
h

[p1,1]
1 (ν) h

[p1,1]
2 (ν) 0 0

]

and h[p1,2](ν) =
[
0 0 h

[p1,2]
3 (ν) h

[p1,2]
4 (ν)

]
for the

private users of the VLC cells 1 and 2 denoted as
p1,1 and p1,2, respectively4. Similarly, the channel of

4The channel vector h[p1,c](ν) does not consider the interference because
of transmission by the VLC cell c′ 6= c since this influence is treated, and
therefore computed, as noise.
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Fig. 12. Supersymbol structure for a partially connected network comprising
2 VLC cells composed of 2 LED transmitters. Each VLC cell transmits to
Kp = 1 private users while a Ksh = 1 shared user is served by both VLC
cells. Each color represents a preset mode.

the shared user can be relabelled as h[sh1](ν) =[
h

[sh1]
1 (ν) h

[sh1]
2 (ν) h

[sh1]
3 (ν) h

[sh1]
4 (ν)

]
. Therefore, it

can be easily seen from (8) that the channel matrix for the
private users is rank−2 while the shared user obtains a
rank−4 channel matrix. By using this approach it is possible
to reorganize the pattern of preset mode selection to exploit the
partial connectivity of the VLC network instead of considering
it as a handicap. First, note that transmission to the private
users in cell c does not interfere to the private users of the
neighbouring cells c′ 6= c while transmission to the shared
user interferes to both private users. Thus, the supersymbol
structure of the private users can be reused by each cell while
ensuring the alignment with the shared user.

For the considered setting the supersymbol of the topo-
logical vBIA is as shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that
each private user obtains 3 alignment blocks formed by the
symbol extensions {1, 4}, {2, 5} and {3, 6} aligned at the
preset modes h[sh1](1), h[sh1](2) and h[sh1](3) of the shared
user, respectively. Each of these alignment blocks provides 2
DoF according to the rank of the channel matrix of the private
users. Moreover, the shared user obtains an alignment block
at symbol extensions {1, 2, 3, 7} aligned at the preset mode
h[p1,c](1) of the private users.

Then, following the proposed topological approach each
private user achieves 3 alignment blocks with 2 DoF each
while the shared user located between both VLC cells obtains
4 DoF in a single alignment block by exploiting the partial
connectivity of the scenario. Therefore, 2×3×2+4

7 = 16
7 ≈ 2.28

DoF are achievable in the considered setting. Curiously, as-
suming full connectivity and applying vBIA as described in
Section IV for L = 4 LED transmitters and K = 3 users
2 DoF are achievable (see (20)), i.e., 2

7 less than the vBIA
topological approach. This toy example leads to an interesting
fact; the lack of connectivity in a VLC network can be treated
as a resource instead of a handicap that allows to obtain more
DoF than schemes based on full connectivity without CSIT or
cooperation among the LED transmitters.

For general partially connected networks the construction
of the supersymbol structure and the precoding matrices is
explained in detail in [17]. Assuming L LED transmitters
grouped in C VLC cells formed by Lc LED lamps each, i.e.,
L = C × Lc, where each VLC cell transmits to Kp private
users and there are Ksh shared users served by the whole

LED 1 LED 2
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User 1
User 2

User 3

1 2 3

User 1

User 2

User 3

�h[2] 2( )
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�h[1] 1( )

�h[3] 1( )

�h[2] 1( )

�h[3] 1( )

�h[2] 1( )

�h[1] 1( )

Interference subspace 
of the VLC cell

Fig. 13. Heterogeneous deployment for VLC. The LED lamps provide
illumination and data transmission and a reading light transmits to a specific
user improving the lighting in a small area.
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Interference subspace 
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Fig. 14. Supersymbol for cogBIA where 2 LED lamps provide illumination
and transmit to 2 users while a reading light serves to a specific user. Each
color represents a preset mode.

set of LED transmitters, the achievable sum-DoF per symbol
extension of the VLC system is

DoFtopBIA =
L [Ksh(Lc − 1) +Kp(L− 1)]

(L− 1)(Lc − 1) +Ksh(Lc − 1) +Kp(L− 1)
,

(22)
which corresponds to the optimal DoF for partially connected
networks in absence of CSIT [17].

B. Heterogeneous partially connected networks

Indoor deployments of LED lamps usually follow an ho-
mogeneous distribution. However, it is easy to formulate
heterogeneous deployments where a small source of light is
interfered by a bigger VLC cell as is shown in Fig. 13,
e.g., a reading lamp within an indoor VLC deployment.
Assuming absence of CSIT or cooperation among the LED
transmitters the straightforward solution would be to divide
the transmission resources, e.g., split the available bandwidth
and assigning each slice to each cell. However, supported by
the reconfigurable photodetector devised in this work, more
efficient schemes based on cognitive BIA can be employed.

For illustrative purposes consider a heterogeneous network
as is shown in Fig. 13 where the users 1 and 2 are served by a
VLC cell composed of 2 LED lamps while the user 3 is served
by a reading light that provides a small lighting area contained
within the VLC cell. Following [18], the supersymbol structure
is as shown in Fig. 14. Notice that the switching pattern of the
users 1 and 2 corresponds to the supersymbol of the MISO
BC (see Fig. 8). Since the users 1 and 2 are not subject to
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interference from the reading light, they can use the BIA
scheme described in Section IV-A. Assuming that the signal
transmitted by the VLC cell equals (17), the reading light
transmits u[3] during the first symbol extension, where u[3]

is the symbol desired by the user 3 carrying 1 DoF, while it
remains in silent during the following 2 symbol extensions5.

For the user 3 served by the reading light decoding u[3]

is subject to interference because of transmission of the
VLC cell. At this point, note that BIA schemes transmit the
interference subspace of the VLC cell at user 3 during the
Block 2 of the considered supersymbol. By taking advantage
of this structure, the interference received during the reception
of u[3] at the first symbol extension can be measured at symbol
extensions 2 and 3 by simply ensuring that the reading light
remains in silent in a cognitive fashion and subtracting it
afterwards. After interference subtraction the signal received
by user 3 is

y[3][1]−
(
y[3][2] + y[3][3]

)
= h[3](1)u[3]. (23)

Thus, the user 3 can decode 1 DoF during 3 symbol extensions
without any penalty for the users served by the VLC cell,
which achieve 2 DoF during the entire supersymbol. As a
result, for the considered setting the use of BIA obtains 5

3
DoF. It is worth to remark that orthogonal approaches without
CSIT are limited to 1 DoF in the whole system, i.e., 2

3 DoF less
than the proposed BIA approach for the considered setting.

The key idea behind the cognitive BIA approach is to
exploit the structure of the BIA supersymbol in heterogeneous
networks. Considering a VLC cell as an upper tier, the signal
space because of transmission to its users comprises the Block
2 of the supersymbol structure. Therefore, a smaller source of
light whose users are subject to interference from an upper
tier can take advantage of this structure for measuring the
interference space of the upper tier by simply remaining silent
in a cognitive fashion during the Block 2 of the interfering
VLC cell. Notice that this cognitive BIA approach can be
implemented using any BIA scheme.

VI. ACHIEVABLE RATES

In this section, we show the achievable rates of a generic
vBIA scheme. Without loss of generality, consider a generic
alignment block for a user k with connectivity to L LED
transmitters. Following a BIA scheme, the user k can remove
the interference received during the first L − 1 symbol ex-
tensions of the `-th alignment block because of simultaneous
transmission to Ki − 1 users during Block 1. Notice that
Ki − 1 refers to the number of interference terms that must
be subtracted. Thus, the signal of the user k after interference
subtraction in the alignment block `, which carries the symbol

5For data transmission above the fusion frequency of the human eye, this
condition does not involve blinking of the illumination.

u
[k]
` , can be written as

ỹ[k] =




ỹ[k][1]
...

ỹ[k][L− 1]
ỹ[k][L]


 =




h[k](1)
T

...
h[k](L− 1)

T

h[k](L)
T



u

[k]
`

+




z[k][1]−∑K
j=1,j 6=k z

[k][j]
...

z[k][L− 1]−∑K
j=1,j 6=k z

[k][j]

z[k][L]



.

(24)

where for simplicity the temporal index refers to the symbol
extension in the alignment block instead of referring to the
position in the supersymbol. As can be seen, each user can
decode the L DoF of u[k]

` by solving a L×L equation system
given by

ỹ[k] = H[k]u
[k]
` + z̃[k], (25)

where

H[k] =
[
h[k](1)

T
h[k](2)

T
. . . h[k](L)

T
]T
∈ RL×L

(26)
is the channel matrix of the user k, which is assumed to be full
rank and highly uncorrelated because of the entries of the pro-
posed reconfigurable photodetector, and z̃[k] ∼ CN

(
0, σ2

zRz̃

)

is the noise vector after the interference subtraction where

Rz̃ =

[
KiIL−1 0

0 1

]
. (27)

Besides, the ratio of alignment blocks per user over the entire
supersymbol denoted as Br must be taken into consideration.
For instance, in a fully connected scenario as considered in
Section IV each user obtains (L−1)K−1 alignment blocks over
the entire supersymbol. That is, Br = (L−1)K−1

LSS
= 1

L+K−1 .
This ratio can be easily obtained for other BIA schemes. Thus,
the normalized rate per symbol extension of the user k can be
written as [13], [29]

R[k] = Br E
[
log det

(
I + PstrH

[k]H[k]TR−1
z

)]
(28)

where Pstr is the power allocated to each data stream. Given
the constraints of a VLC system, constant power allocation
during the entire supersymbol is assumed for providing con-
stant illumination, i.e., same power allocation during Block 1
and Block 2. Furthermore, focused on the data transmission,
this approach results optimal regarding other power allocation
schemes, e.g., uniform power allocation to each symbol [29].

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now present the numerical results for characterizing
the performance of the vBIA scheme based on the proposed
reconfigurable photodetector. Specifically, we consider a re-
configurable photodetector with L = 4 preset modes arranged
in a pyramidal geometry and equipped with an hemispherical
concentrator lens each. For comparison purposes we also con-
sider the use of the L photodiodes of the reconfigurable pho-
todetector for providing diversity through a MRC scheme [5]
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or multiplexing gain by implementing the TPC scheme of [9].
For this TPC scheme we consider two approaches; (i) each
user employs the signal received from the L photodiodes of its
reconfigurable photodetector6 referred to as vRWMSE and (ii)
a single-photodetector approach as in [9] with a detection area
equal to the area of the L photodiodes referred to as vDWMSE.
The setup of the VLC system comprises L = 4 LED lights in
two different scenarios. The scenario A considers a uniform
distribution of the LED lights in a 5×m 5m×3m room at the
positions [1.5, 1.5, 3], [1.5, 3.5, 3], [3.5, 1.5, 3] and [3.5, 3.5, 3]
as described in Fig. 1. The scenario B is a corridor with size of
2m×12m×3m where the LED transmitters are located at the
positions [1, 2, 3], [1, 3, 3], [1, 7, 3] and [1, 8, 3]. The users are
randomly distributed over the plane h = 2.15 m away from
ceiling and they are equipped with a pyramidal photodetector
with L = 4 faces tilted 30◦ each. In order to provide uniform
illumination the optical power of each LED lamp is within
the range (−4, 16) dBW [30]. If it is not specified, an optical
power of 10 dBW is considered. The other parameters of the
proposed VLC system are listed in Table I.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE VLC SYSTEM

Parameter Value
Number of LED transmitters L 4

Detector responsivity γ 0.53 A/W
Bandwidth BW 20 MHz

Refractive index of the filter ns 1.5

Physical area of the photodiode A 15 mm2

Gain of optical filter T0 1.0

Transmitter semi-angle φ1/2 70deg

Noise power spectral density [20] σ2
z 10−22A2/Hz

Receiver FOV Ψc 60deg

LED modulation cut-off frequency [23] fm 30 MHz

Following we show the distribution of the achievable user
rate for vBIA, MRC, and vRWMSE in the scenario A. It is
interesting to remark that the position of all other users does
not affect to the rate of a specific user for these schemes.
For vBIA it can be seen that the parameters Br and Rz̃

depend only on the number of users while the channel matrix
H[k] is independent for each user (see (28)). On the other
hand, orthogonal resource allocation is considered for avoiding
the multi-user interference for MRC. Similarly, vRWMSE

transmits L data streams to the L photodiodes of each user in
each time slot avoiding the influence of all other users.

For K = 2 users, it can be seen in Fig. 15 that the proposed
vBIA scheme provides a user rate above 100 Mbps in most
of the areas of the scenario. Moreover, the peak user rate
is obtained in the center and decreases moderately as the
user moves to the corners. In contrast, in Fig. 16 the MRC

6Since each user is equipped with a reconfigurable photodetector with the
same number of photodiodes as LED transmitters, min{L,KL} = L DoF
can be achieved per symbol extension by CSIT-based schemes. Therefore,
orthogonal approaches are required for serving each user in a dedicated
symbol extension in which the user obtains L DoF. Notice that given this
orthogonal approach the user performance does not depend on the position
of all other users.

scheme only provides user rates above 100 Mbps within areas
close to each LED light due to the influence of the intercell
interference. Therefore, extremely low values of user rate are
obtained in the center of the scenario. In Fig. 17, it can be seen
that vRWMSE achieves a considerable higher peak user rate
than vBIA or MRC in the center of the scenario. However, the
user rate is extremely low with respect to the peak user rate in
some areas of the scenario referred to as blackspots from now
on. These blackspot areas are given by the influence of the
constraints imposed by the optical channel for TPC schemes.

The distributions of the user rate for K = 4 achieved by
vBIA, MRC and vRWMSE in the scenario A are depicted
in Fig. 18, Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, respectively. It can be seen
that the shape of the user rate distribution is quite similar
as for the K = 2 case. However, the user rate achieved by
vRWMSE is half of the values achieved with K = 2. On
the other hand, the penalization of serving K = 4 users is
only around the 35% regarding the K = 2 users case for
vBIA providing a user rate above 65 Mbps in most of the
scenario. The MRC scheme is not heavily penalized by the
user increase since only users served by the same LED light
are transmitted orthogonally. However, the user rate is heavily
subject to intercell interference.

The average of the achievable user rate with the optical
power of each LED light in the scenario A for vBIA, MRC,
vRWMSE and vDWMSE is depicted in Fig. 21 for K = 4
users. First, notice that in contrast to the other schemes the
achievable user rate of MRC is almost constant as the optical
power increases since it is subject to intercell interference.
Besides, since vRWMSE and vDWMSE obtains the same
multiplexing gain, i.e., min(L,KL) = L DoF, it can be seen
that the user rate increases with the same slope. However,
the need for orthogonal user allocation penalizes vRWMSE in
comparison with vDWMSE. The vBIA scheme achieves a sim-
ilar average user rate in the whole scenario as vDWMSE within
the range of (2, 10) dBW. As the optical power increases it
can be seen that vDWMSE outperforms vBIA.

Although both TPC schemes, vRWMSE and vDWMSE can
achieve high values of peak user rate, they are subject to
the inherent constraints given by the properties of the optical
channel. As a consequence, a user can obtain a low rate when
the channel responses are correlated or these constraints are
hard to satisfy. With the aim of determining the variation
of the user rate for each transmission scheme we show the
Jain fairness index [31] obtained for an optical power of
10 dBW in scenario A. It can be seen that vBIA achieves
the most fair user rate, i.e., each user obtains similar rate
independently of its position. Similarly, MRC guarantee that
all users obtains a minimum rate. However, both TPC schemes
achieve a lower fairness index in comparison with vBIA.
As a conclusion, vBIA provides a more uniform user rate
distribution in comparison with TPC schemes, which generate
blackspots where the user rate is extremely low.

In Fig. 22 we plot the average BER for K = 2 and K = 4
users with the optical power of each LED light when a 2-
PAM is considered for data transmission. It is interesting to
remark that MRC obtains a BER floor at 4 · 10−2 when the
optical power is beyond 6 dBW. This BER floor is due to
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Fig. 15. Distribution of the user rate for vBIA.
Scenario A, K = 2.

Fig. 16. Distribution of the user rate for MRC.
Scenario A, K = 2.

Fig. 17. Distribution of the user rate for vRWMSE.
Scenario A, K = 2.

Fig. 18. Distribution of the user rate for vBIA.
Scenario A, K = 4.

Fig. 19. Distribution of the user rate for MRC.
Scenario A, K = 4.

Fig. 20. Distribution of the user rate for vRWMSE.
Scenario A, K = 4.

Fig. 21. Average user rate in the scenario A for vBIA, MRC, vRWMSE and
vDWMSE. K = 4.

TABLE II
JAIN FAIRNESS INDEX FOR VBIA, MRC, vRWMSE AND vDWMSE IN

THE SCENARIO A

vBIA MRC vRWMSE vDWMSE

Jain index 0.94 0.84 0.61 0.65

intercell interference, which is not managed for MRC. The
proposed vBIA scheme obtains a BER below 10−5 and 10−3

for K = 2 and K = 4, respectively, at an optical power
of 10 dBW. For K = 2, the vDWMSE scheme obtains a
lower BER than vBIA in the power range from -4 dBW to

6 dBW. However, for K = 4 the vDWMSE scheme obtains
a worse BER in the whole optical power range. Thus, the
proposed vBIA achieves satisfactory BER within the power
range for providing indoor illumination. Notice that the vBIA
and the vDWMSE schemes have different sources of error as
the number of users increases. The vBIA scheme suffers a
noise enhancement due to interference subtraction (see (27))
while the increase of users leads to higher correlation among
the channel entries for vDWMSE. By using the proposed
reconfigurable photodetector, the vRWMSE scheme achieves a
BER with a similar slope as vDWMSE for K = 2. Hence, the
use of reconfigurable photodetectors can handle the channel
correlation for TPC schemes in VLC.

The achievable user rate of vBIA for homogeneous cellular
VLC networks is shown in Fig. 23. For the scenario B, the
LED lamps at the positions {2, 3.5} m and {8.5, 10} m in
the y-axis compose the VLC cells 1 and 2, respectively.
Considering the topological approach proposed in Section V-A
the VLC cells provide a user rate above 60 Mbps within
an area comprising 3.5 m approximately. However, out of
this coverage area the user rate decreases abruptly and the
private user turns into a shared user. In contrast, a user rate
above 50 Mbps can be guaranteed in the blackspot between
both VLC cells for the topological vBIA. Furthermore, the
topological approach outperforms the use of vBIA considering
full connectivity in the whole range of the scenario. This fact
highlights the importance of the topology in VLC networks
and the capability of vBIA to adapt to partially connected
VLC networks.

The average user rate in the considered scenario B against
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Fig. 22. BER for 2-PAM Modulation. Optical power transmitted 10 dBW.

Fig. 23. User rate for vBIA in a homogeneous partially connected network.
The performance assuming full connectivity is plotted for comparison pur-
poses. Scenario B, Kp = 2 and Ksh = 2.

cell radius is shown in Fig. 24. First, it can be seen that
the average user rate decreases as the cell radius becomes
smaller. For the vBIA scheme based on the network topology
the average user rate outperforms other vBIA configurations.
Notice that the lack of connectivity and the noise increase
degrade considerably the performance of vBIA assuming
full connectivity. On the other hand, allowing CCI between
both VLC cells achieves greater average user rate than the
full connectivity configuration. Furthermore, vBIA considering
CCI outperforms vDWMSE since only the users with the
same index generate CCI when using vBIA [29]. Indeed, the
performance of the vDWMSE scheme decreases abruptly with
the cell radius.

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the user rate
for both scenarios is shown in Fig. 25. For the scenario A it can
be seen that vBIA achieves a fair distribution ensuring a user
rate between 50 Mbps and 90 Mbps. For vDWMSE, user rates
above 90 Mbps are achievable for only the 30% of the users.
However, notice that the 50% of the users achieve a rate below
50 Mbps. That is, high data rates can be achievable for specific

Fig. 24. Achievable average user rate against cell radius for the considered
scenario B. Kp = 2 and Ksh = 2.

Fig. 25. CDF of the user rate for scenario A with K = 4 and scenario B
with Kp = 2 and Ksh = 2.

user distributions, but the properties of the optical channel
lead to blackspot areas where the TPC schemes provide a low
performance. As it is shown in previous simulations, the MRC
scheme achieves a low performance in VLC systems since it is
subject to intercell interference and management of the multi-
user transmission. For the scenario B, the CCI plays a major
role. In this sense, the user rate achieved by vDWMSE suffers a
considerable degradation in comparison with the performance
obtained in scenario A. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
use of vBIA schemes results suitable for VLC systems where
the deployment of LED lights generate amorphous cells [6]
depending on the connectivity of each user.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We propose the use of BIA schemes in VLC systems
for aligning the interference without the need for CSIT or
cooperation among the LED transmitters. A key ingredient
to make this posible is the concept of a reconfigurable
photodetector devised in this work. Beyond the benefits that
BIA already provides for RF systems, it results suitable to
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manage the particular constraints of the VLC systems such as
the non-negativity of the transmitted signal, provide constant
illumination or avoid the blackspot areas because of satisfying
these constraints. Moreover, BIA is adaptable to practical VLC
topologies from the user-centric perspective. Therefore, in
contrast to multichannel techniques in absence of CSIT such as
MRC, the BIA approach allows to manage the multi-user and
intercell interference in VLC scenarios achieving multiplexing
gain. In comparison to TPC schemes, the proposed BIA
approach avoids the need for CSIT or cooperation among LED
lights and it provides satisfactory achievable rates with a fair
distribution and adequate BER.
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